An in vivo technique for investigating electrophysiological effects of centrally administered drugs on single neurons and network behaviour.
Single neuronal juxtacellular recording with simultaneous cortical electroencephalogram (EEG) in whole-animal preparations in vivo has allowed the study of the behaviour of individual neurons in relation to whole brain activity. Data on single neuron firing, neural synchrony, network behaviour and their responses to pharmacological agents can be obtained with dual recordings. However, pharmacological effects on cellular and network activity during paired single-unit recordings have not been possible due to the difficulties in maintaining recordings of two cells for a prolonged period. Here, we describe a method of maintaining stable dual cell juxtacellular recordings from distinct brain regions, allowing the assessment of single unit activity before, during and after the intracerebroventricular (ICV) injection of drugs. Data collection using this technique allows correlation both between the two cells and with whole-brain EEG, and their responses to pharmacological interventions. This is particularly useful for the investigation of the effects of anti-epileptic drugs on animal models of epilepsy, where single unit activity of two cells from distinct regions can be correlated with each other and with whole-brain activity during pre-ictal, ictal and interictal states. We also describe standardised analytical methods of quantifying cell firing patterns, the rhythmicity of individual neurons and the synchronicity of firing between two neurons in ictal and interictal periods and their responses to drug exposure.